Administration and Support Services

Office of the President and Vice-Chancellor

President and Vice-Chancellor
CHAN, Albert S C (陳新強), AB ICU Japan, MSc, PhD Chicago, Member CAS
(Also serves as Director of the Institute of Creativity)
Assistant to the President and Vice-Chancellor
YANG, Li Wei (楊偉力), BSc, MSc Fudan, PhD UBC

Office of the Vice-President (Academic)

Vice-President (Academic)
LUK, Franklin T (陸大雄), BS Caltech, MS, PhD Stanford
(Also serves as Director of the Institute for Computational Mathematics)
Assistant Academic Registrar (Academic Development)
TAM, Sandy C Y (譚慧如), BA HKU, MSc PolyU, LLB London

Office of the Vice-President (Research and Development)

Vice-President (Research and Development)
WONG, Rick W K (黃偉明), BS Cal State Long Beach, PhD UW-Madison, MSc Imperial
(Also serves as Dean of the Graduate School)
Assistant to the Vice-President (Research and Development)
HUI, Siu Wai Kathy (許少慧), BA HKU, MA CUHK

Office of the Vice-President (Administration) and Secretary

Vice-President (Administration) and Secretary
LEE, Andy S C (李兆銘), BBA CUHK, LLB London, FCCA, CA(Aus), FCPA, FCIS, FCMA
Assistant to the Vice-President (Administration) and Secretary
NG, Meimi Y M (伍碧儀), BA HKU

Offices of the Associate Vice-Presidents

Associate Vice-Presidents
CHUNG, Ling (鍾玲), BA Tunghai, MA, PhD UW-Madison
FONG, David W F (方文華), BSc CUHK, BSc(Spec) HKU, PhD Notre Dame
FU, Frank H K (傅浩然), JP, BA Dartmouth, MS, DPE Springfield
SNAPE, Ed, BA Durham, MSc Wales, PGCE Manchester, PhD Durham, AHKIXRM, CIPD
TANG, Tao (唐濤), BSc Peking, PhD Leeds, AFIMA

Academic Registry

Academic Registrar
SO, Kwok Sang (蘇國生), MSc, PhD Manchester, PGCE, MED HKU, Associateship HKP, MHKIE, CEng, MIET
Administrative Officer
CHAN, Anita V K (陳恆枝), MA CityU

Academic Affairs Section

Assistant Academic Registrar
CHAN, Rosalind (陳露玲), BA Melbourne, BA(Hons) La Trobe

Academic Quality Support Section

Assistant Academic Registrar
CHAN, Rosalind (陳露玲), BA Melbourne, BA(Hons) La Trobe
Administrative Officer
TUNG, Cindy S Y (童情怡), BSc, MPhil CUHK

Admissions Section

Assistant Academic Registrar
LEUNG, Edith W Y (梁慧兒), BSSc, MA CUHK, MA HKBU
Administrative Officer
WONG, Angel S W (黃少華), BA HKU, AdvDip Inst of Adm Mag, MSc PolyU

Undergraduate Studies Section

Assistant Academic Registrar
LAM, Vivien P F (林寶 indispens), BEcon Macquarie
Administrative Officer
YEUNG, Alice K Y (楊潔怡), BA Ohio, MA CityU

Alumni Affairs Office

Director of Alumni Affairs
LEE, Melanie Y W (李素儀), BA HKU, MSc CUHK
Managers
CHAN, Carrie W Y (陳慧儀), BBA, MBS HKU, MBA, MSc HKUST
CHEUNG, Celian S M (張詩敏), BA HKU, MSc CUHK

Chaplain's Office

Chaplain
IP, King Tak (麥敬德), Dip HKBC, MDiv HK Baptist Theol, STM Yale, PhD Manchester

Communication and Public Relations Office

Director of Communication and Public Relations
WONG, Lisa L S (黃麗珊), BA HKU, MSc HKBU
Managers
FUNG, Man Sang (馮民生), BA(Hons) HKBC, MJ Wollongong, PGCert HKU SPACE
KWAN, Freda M L (關_pb), BA HKBC, MA Leeds
SUEN, Dora T W (孫翠雲), MA S Australia

Estates Office

Director of Estates
LAM, Long Chau (林朗秋), BSc(Hons) Leicester Polytech, MHKIS, MRICS
Assistant Director of Estates (Cost and Contract Management)
LEE, Daisy K T (李健婷), BSc(Hons) Reading, MBA Durham, ARICS
Assistant Director of Estates (Facilities and Campus Management)
LI, Raymond C M (李志文), BSc Reading, MBA Heriot-Watt, MRICS, MHKIS
Assistant Director of Estates (Planning and Development)
FUNG, Dominic (黃杰禮), BSc(Hons), DipArch Robert Gordon, ARCUK
Assistant Director of Estates
KWOK, Michael E T M (郭適民), BAppSc, GradDip, MBA Queensland Tech, FAIM
Senior Manager (Project Management)
KWAN, Alexander K K (關繼強), BA, BArch HKU